
SCTV’s Ingmar Bergman Parody

"SCTV" ("Second City Television") was a Canadian sketch comedy show that ran out of 
Toronto from 1976 to 1984.  Immensely popular, it was based on the notion that 
it depicted a television station with recurring characters such as owner Edith 
Prickley, variety star Johnny LaRue, sexpot Lola Henderson, and Program 
Manager Guy Caballero.  In 1981, the show featured an Ingmar Bergman parody 
entitled "Whispers of the Wolf" that was embedded as a hilariously misplaced 
film on Count Floyd's program "Monster Chiller Horror Theatre."  A take-off on 
various elements from Tystnaden (The Silence) (1963), Persona (1966), and 
Viskningar och rop (Cries and Whsipers) (1973), the segment has much to tell 
us about the North American reception of Bergman's films and their relationship 
with popular culture.  This "translation" retains a remarkable, albeit comedic 
fidelity to many features of Bergman’s cinematic practice.  Of particular note 
here are Bergman’s use of image composition (specifically his remarkable and 
innovative use of close-ups, for which he is widely known as “the master of the 
close-up”) and character construction.  

“Whispers of the Wolf” depicts extreme close-up profiles of human faces positioned both 
as one finds them in Bergman films and, taking the compositional impulse even 
further,  hanging from the ceiling, lying at the bottom of the screen, and in 
virtually every imaginable position, however improbable.  The construction of 
the narrative is also based in Bergman.  Two sisters/women in conflict, the 
illness of one of them, the location of a foreign hotel, and the conversations 
about the futility of love relationships all come from these three films.  And just 
as the hotel in The Silence is surrounded by threatening and hostile men, so too 
here has the demonic barman from The Silence become a singularly demented-
looking Eugene Levy.  Furthermore, Persona’s preoccupation with masks is 
literalized in the crude white paper masks that Andrea Martin draws on 8 ½  x 
11 paper and places over her face.  The emphasis on directorial expressivity, as 
well as the adduction of extreme depression, the twisted bonds of sisterhood, the 
mergence of identity (directly lifted out of an image of two merged faces in 
Persona), and psychological despair are all rendered in specifically Bergmanian 
terms.  Indeed the creators of this piece clearly had a thorough and intimate 
knowledge of Bergman’s work.  The parody even resurrects a dwarf from The 
Silence who prompts one sister to mutter “Shrimpkin.”  The conclusion of the 
segment cuts to Count Floyd whose embarrassment at the complete 
inappropriateness of this film (he shouts offstage “Prickley did this to me, didn’t 
she?!”) for his young viewers who are expecting a conventional horror film 
again points to the gap between Bergman’s art film aesthetic and the culture of 
classical Hollywood cinema.  

By 1981, the golden age of the art cinema in the US had passed.  The 1960’s and 
1970’s, during which the creators of  SCTV were educated, was a period when it 
could be expected that most educated Americans (or certainly those in the Arts 
and Humanities) knew at least a few Bergman films Art cinema has of course 



never died; it has just lost more and more of the attention of the movie-going 
audience who is increasingly inclined (for political and sociolological reasons 
far too complex to go into here) to buy tickets to escapist blockbusters by 
Stephen Speilberg and George Lucas, “action” films that count their success in 
the number of cars destroyed, and horror films of precisely the kind SCTV is 
mocking.  And so by the time he died in 2007, acclaimed on the front page 
above the fold of the New York Times to be one the greatest three filmmakers of 
all time, the vast majority of contemporary moviegoers had never heard of him 
and a cartoon I saw at the time rang all too true: two young people are leaving a 
theater that is showing “The Simpsons: The Movie” and one turns to the other to 
ask “Who’s Ingmar Bergman?”  SCTV is here to tell them the answer.
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